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ad | 
burden on the program, 
of the men’s budget and 85 percent of the women’s 
budget, Kerker told the council. 
More on HSU athletics — 
see center spread 
government leaders think 
the athletic program brought many of its woes u 
itself by not adequately planning for a tight 
Ota big for the athletic program “ ig reason for at "s pro- 
blems is that students don’t place as much aielad 
on sports as they Pm to,”” Paul Bruno, A.S. 
general poems sah _ 
‘The athiet: used to take up the 
part of the AS valok. Gat todhy toe ae 8 
things the student body wants to spend its money 
on 
“This shift in attitude has been occurring for 
awhile. The athletic department should have come 
together four years ago and 
to sell their 
E. Michael .S. 
with Bruno. . 
iouien ene" They don _ Satine aie ie n ae *t want to
send an athlete somewhere. would rather fund 
programs that serve more — 
Quinn said she considers athletics a valuable part 
of a university. 
**] don’t want this to come out wrong or have 
people misin what I’m saying. But when we 
(the Board of Finance, which Quinn heads) asked 
the athletic department for its plans for the next five 
—Inflation has hurt athletics as much as any 
other 
—Far Western Conference rules mandate that a 
member university field at least eight men's teams. 
Seven women’s teams must compete in the Golden 
State Conference for a university to be a member. 
ack. 
since 1929  vor.se.no 23 
Oy STEVE HAMLIN 
staff weiter 
SLC candidatesheld a news con- 
a a a Se oe 
lorms. 
14 ie de Ue 
wasnt Set onntor Wopuetnceas sees the ‘Am 
Morris SLC as an outreach tool for the\ 
students 
The candidate for school of sciences d 
representative or HSA Ss ichael 
They Joseph Battraw, a-second-year biology | | 
_juajor His Interest ta helping and do- 
Leo ier Cts la the motive Udliad his 
4 
he the 
riculum Committee and vice-chair of high 
the SLC. 
“We're a group of students, not 
politicians,’’ Lufkin said. 
The largest vis United Students 
— a coalition of os pee 
candidate is Jeff Lincoln. He said the 
US Po calls for "s ——. 
ment in campus projects, pu 
teacher evaluations, no tuition and 
Lincoln, a fourth- 
jor, is an SLC mem 
water polo team. 
and is on the 
candidacy. 
Battraw is part of the Y.E.S. 
disabled children the opportunity to go 
on rafting trips. He is also a member o 
ub. He has no experience 
in HSU political life, but was active in 
school politics. 
“I’m interested and excited about 
what our group is working toward,” 
am, which gives f 
f having politics 
“i'm tired of 
‘It’s easy to 
make promises, but to keep 
them.”’ a 
Engle, a third-year técreation ad- 
ministration major, is running for the 
position of interdisciplinary studies 
nnifer Engle 
Running for the 
and economics 
Reading. He is a ness administra- 
tion major in his t year at HSU. He 
is a member of Business and 
Economics Club and said he knows 
many people in the: S. 
A second year psychology major 
wants to represent the behavioral and 
social sciences. Laura Hauser has serv- 
(contenued on page 7) 
ve is Jeff 
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22,272 therms. 
This translated into a financial savings of $10,379 
and a 31 percent decrease in gas use, Lawson added. 
ject consists of 415 solar panels placed on 
the roofs of the Sunset and Redwood dorms. 
The cost of the project was $292,000, all provided 
‘or by HUD. However, because of inflation, the 
construction price went up between award of the 
construction 




additional funds were by the California 
State University and College’s housing reserves and 
a small grant from Lumber, Enterprises, Inc. 
Lawson estimated the project will pay for itself in 
six years based on current natural gas prices for the 
school 
Lawson anticipates the project will save more 
money in the future because gas prices are expected 
to more than triple in the next 10 years, according 
to the California Energy Commileelon Utility’s rate 
projections for the North Coast service area. 
Monthly therm savings are affected by occupancy 
levels. During the summér, students are and 
- as much energy is used as when 
Last fall the occupancy level of both buildings 
was increased by 80 students, mainly because con- 
struction on the Cyprus dorms forced residents to 
live in the hill dorms temporarily. That caused a 
h demand on the hotwater system. 
te these variables, Lawson said,the program 
saved money every month. 
is in ses- 
  
Unfortunately, Lawson 
enough tal or forthcomi pand 
Boe cats to other HSU buildings. He 
was a 
» there isn’t 
the 
n  He said this 
project for the federal govern- 
ment to compile data on for five years. 
Lawson went on to say ‘‘If it (the solar project) 
can work up here in fosey Humboldt, h 
universities should be to make even more effec- 
tive use from solar panels on their future buildings. 
**Since it’s been installed, there’s no doubt about 
the effectiveness of solar application in Humboldt 
County. | am very pleased.’ 
  
Election features three issues 
Students to vote on AS fee increase 
By EILEEN RORDEN 
staff writer 
Student body elections will be held 
on May 13 and 14 and three important 
measures will be on the ballot, 
Jonathon Kahrs, elections commis- 
sioner, said 
The first measure is an opinion poll 
which was designed to provide Presi- 
dent McCrone with additional input 
regarding various academic calenders. 
The choices will include the quarter, 
semester and 4-1-4 systems. Students 
The second measure, Kahrs said, is 
directed toward a change in the AS 
Constitution which concerns the pro- 
cedure for approving new clubs. 
  
... it is very important 
that students turn out to 
vote...in their 
academic life. 
Naomi Tohnson, ‘assistant to the 
dean for Student Services, said if the 
amendment is passed it would enable 
are to vote based on which calender the AS vice t to review all pro- 
they feel would provide the highest posed organization's constitutions and 
academic quality. make recommendations to the SLC 
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about whether they should be approv- 
ed. The student judiciary assumes the 
responsiblity for reviewing new club 
constitutions after it has been ap- 
pointed. 
Johnson said this would allow clubs 
to start fund raising earlier than they 
have in the past. There has been a lag 
time at the beginning of the quarter 
before the student judiciary is ap- 
pointed and can begin its review of 
proposed clubs. 
The third measure suggests a $3 per 
quarter increase in the AS fee. This 
resolution is being presented in order 
to offset inflationary increases and 
would raise about $15,000 to $20,000 a 
year. The money would be allotted to 
programs which need it in order to con- 
tinue their services. 
10% OFF automotive supplies 
with student 1.D. (except sate items) 
Check our automotive supplies. . . We'll be good to you. 
Kahrs said it is very important that 
students turn out to vote use it is 
the only student representation they 
have in their academic life. 
“Students should think about 
academic merits,’’ Kahrs said. 
Last year there was a 20 percent tur- 
nout of voters. Kahrs said students 
don’t realize the importance of their 
turnout and their individual vote. 
Candidates running for president 
and vice ident are scheduled to give 
—— in the quad on May 11 from 
~ p.m. 
Polling booths will be from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the » Founders 
Hall, the Science Complex, the Natural 
Resources building, the library and 
possibly in the dorms. 





By LEWIS CLEVENGER 
staff writer 
They're not teaching, but they're still members of 
the faculty. 
They're members of the business community, but 
they're also teachers. 
. ** are Dr. Ronald C. Ross and Kathryn 
Nancy » both on leave of absence from_HS 
and both involved in successful businesses of their 
own. . 
Zobel, an associate professor in the nursing 
department, is now the owner and ma of 
Tomaso’s Tomato Pies, a newly refurbished 
restaurant in Eureka. 
Ross, associate professor of economics, operates 
a financial planning business in Arcata. 
decided to take a leave from teaching 
because she felt the need for a . 
‘*1 usually make some major life every six 
or seven years,’” she said. 
Zobel said the opportunity to purchase Tomaso’s 
ae ae en nee 
‘*I' needed a — my teaching and my life 
n are \ 
decided to open his financial planning 
business because he ‘‘wanted to try something new 
WE tleakaatne sms Oss at HSU for 10 years when 
tie Gecliied to ihe & chanee. He said he felt his 
teaching effectiveness had reached a plateau. 
He to utilize his training in economics 
when he changed directions professionally. 
‘*My economic background is a definite benefit 
... to the business and I knew there was a need for 
financial planning in the community,”’ he said. 
Ross and Zobel both listed dissatisfaction with 
Campus Briefs 
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faculty members 
make career change to business world 
certain attitudes they encountered at HSU as 
another reason for the change. 
Zobel said she always felt supported by the ad- 
ministration but often encountered male 
chauvinism when dealing with members of the 
University. . 
“*1 felt 1 had to talk twice as long and twice as 
hard to make my opinions heard just because I was 
a woman,”’ she said. : 
Zobel said she sees herself not as a women’s lib- 
ber but as a feminist, although chauvinism affects 
her the same as it would any woman. 
‘*I’ve been in health care, in academia and in the 
restaurant business, and I’ve encountered more 
male chauvinism in academic circles,”’ she said. 
Ross said he is much more relaxed at his present 
job than he was at teaching because of the views 
= hold concerning teacher-student rela- 
t ps. 
“Students ... almost see us (professors) as adver- 
saries,”” he said. ‘‘After awhile, it gets to you.”’ 
The two professors also had economic reasons 
for their move from the academic to the business 
world. 
Ross, who lives in Blue Lake with his wife, Jan, 
and their three-month-old son, said, ‘‘I can make 
two or three times in this business what | can make 
teaching.”’ . 
Zobel, a widow for seven years, said she was not 
just looking for a job for herself when she purchas- 
ed Tomaso’s. 
‘*] have two teen-agers who couldn't find work, 
so | put them to work here for me,"’ she said. 
yo both admitted a natural anxiety when 
they their moves, neither felt the ventures 
- would actually fail. 
Zobel said the only anxious moment was when 
she wrote the loan proposal. 
‘“‘When they called me and told me | had been 
granted the loan was the only time | broke down 
and cried,’ she saic. 
Because of his background, Ross said he was sure 
he would succeed despite the depressed economy, 
= he knew there were some things he had to 
rn. 
**1 didn’t know all the new laws, and there were 
— local ordinances | had to brush up on,”’ he 
sa * 
His business ran at a loss for awhile, Ross said, 
but is ‘‘doing fine, now.”’ 
‘*I’ve had clients who ranged from a minus net 
worth, to over a million dollars,’’ he said. 
Ross said he plans to return to teaching, at least 
on a limited basis, but Zobel is not sure. 
**1 found as | became more established at the 
University and 1 was given more responsibility, the 
— of teaching became less and less,"’ Zobel 
Zobel also said she likes the idea of being her own 
boss and doing as she pleases. 
**At the University, | felt very stifled in terms of 
creativity,’ she said. 
Ross said he will go back to teaching “ 
in the fall,’ and teach one or two classes ‘‘just 10 
keep my hand in.”’ 
After teaching six years at HSU, Zobel said she 
was enjoying the physical work involved with the 
restaurant business. 
**1 don’t think I’m working any more here than ! 
did at the University,’’ she said. 
Zobel, who was born and raised in Monterey 
County, said. she nevertheless feels right at home in 
Humboldt County. 
Fall registration 
Late registration fees may increase 
from $$ to $20 or $25. To avoid this, 
students should pre-register this month 
for fall quarter. 
materials for fall 1981 
will be available from _ individual 
t advisors at 2 p.m. Mon- 
day, May 18. They must be turned in 
Association at the Arcata Community 
Center Sunday from 7:30 a.m. to | 
mM. 
The menu includes ates 
sausage, luce, Orange juice, cof- 
fee, tea milk. Tickets are available 
at the door for $2.50 for adults and 
$1.25 for children under 12. 
China symposium 
by noon Monday, May 25 
August an fee payment is not due until 
y 
ina next week. 
Three films and will 
highlight a ere ae on 
Being shown at the Kate Buchanan 
Room at 8 p.m. Thursday, the films 
are ‘‘Child Care,’* ‘* Panda,"’ 
and ‘“‘North China Commune.”’ 
Admission for the films is 75 cents at 
the door. 
Abortion film 
A free film which explores the abor- 
tion controversy will be shown tonight 
at 8 p.m. in HSU’s Kate Buchanan 
Room and tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. in 
Founders Hall, Room 152. 
Summer orientation 
bie opportunity to present a 
wor shop, ure or discussion group 
for HSU's summer orientation sessions 
is being offered by the Humboldt 
Orientation Program. 
Examples of work in- previous 
clude a slide show of the Forestry 
t and low-cost entertain- 
ment in Humboldt County. The ses- 
sions are Aug.12-15 and 19-22. 
Call the HOP office at 826-3$10 for 
more information. 
Ruth Weiss, a German-born Chinese 
citizen who lived in China for more Pancake breakfast    than 50 . will k Monday at noon in HSU’s win Forum. Ad- 
A Mother’s Day Pancake Breakfast mission is free, but donations are’ 1027 “t" St 
will be hosted by the HSU Alumni welcome. Arcete 
Between 10th 
& lth Streets 
622-6244 
INTRODUCING OUR NEW HOURS 
& 
OUR NEW HAIRDRESSER 
STEVE RHODES 
will be at your service in Arcata 
Evenings & Sundays 
e@¢ & 
COMPLETE HAIR CARE AND OUR OWN PRODUCT LINE 
AT 
THE HAIR COMPANY 
‘DISCOUNTS 
| WITH THIS COUPON 
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A small price 
Next week, HSU students will be asked to vote 
on a resolution which will add $9 to the present 
$20 Associated Students fee. 
Fee increases are painful to students — self- 
inflicted increases even worse. But if the resolution 
fails, many AS funded programs and events will be 
threatened with cutbacks. 
The $20 fee has been in use for the past 30 
years. During this time, the AS was able to keep 
pace with inflation because ot increasing student 
enrollment at HSU and fewer programs that re- 
quired funding. 
Since enrollment has now leveled off (7,200 are 
now enrolled; next year an increase of 50 students 
——* so has the amount of revenue for the 
AS. 
There are now almost 50 programs requesting 
AS funding. Additional money is needed for their 
survival. 
Last October Senate Bil! 1279 v2< passed, 
eliminating the $20 limit on student. body fees (the 
limit was placed during the '60s). ihe bill stated 
that 51 percent of students voting must approve a 
fee increase. Since that time students at 
two other schools (Long Beach and San Luis 
Obispo) have voted for such an increase. 
It's time for Humboldt students to do the same. 
Supporting the increase in student fees would 
mean support for programs such as YES, Women's 
Center, Intramurals, Quad Programs, KHSU, 
Lumberjack Days, Center Arts, Contact, CCAT and 
the Children’s Center. 
The $167,000 of expected AS revenue for next 
year has already been allocated to programs for 
1981-82 by the Student Legislative Council. Most 
programs did not receive the total amount of money 
requested. 
The fee increase would raise the AS treasury by 
$15,000-$20,000. SLC has said some of this money 
would be allocated to programs which “need it the 
most.” Most of it will be placed in the AS reserve 
account in the hopes of avoiding future increases. 
The SLC estimates that another fee hike would 
not be needed at HSU for another four to five 
rs. 
Student body fee increases at HSU in the past 
have been aimost non-existent. A $3 per quarter 
hike for the sake of many of our existing programs 
is not asking too much. 
W.: urge you to vote in favor of such an in- 
crease during the elections next week — or be 
orenared to oart with more than money. 
CASCLAIMER. Opereons expressed in The Lumberjack are those of a mayority of the 
edttorie' board and sre not necessarily these of the staff, the university or the 
Avsocisted Students Signed editorials reftect the views of the author, 
Adee ting material printed here we for nfermatiens! purposes and ts not to be 
construed 8s on expr ssed or pled endorsement or veriecatien of such commer. 
cial ventures by the staf. unrversity er Avseciated Students 
The Fumberwch « tunded through advertramg revenue, the Assecisted Students 
and the HSU jeurnsinm Gepartment. and is publshed Wednesdays curing the 
‘chou year, breaks excepted. Med subscriptions ere $2.80 ene quarter. $1.50 
eech adéitrone! quarter and $5 for the year 
YoU HEAR THIS GARBAGE. 
ABOUT RAISING ASG. FEES? 
How MUCH FOR 
THE 60D? 
$135.00 oz. 
Letters to the Editor 
What's wrong 
Editor: 
The following is in response 
to John William Edwards’ let- 
ter to the editor, April 22, con- 
cerning the residence halls and 
staff. 
As a member of this staff, ! 
ate concern regarding 
how well our staff is doing the 
job. | am, however, somewhat 
puzzled by your statements, 
John. You have claimed con- 
cern over the residential staff 
as it relates to the residence 
hall community. Each year 
residents are offered the op- 
portunity to play a part in the 
staff selection . Have 
you been eealeed with the 
staff selection process, and if 
not, why not? 
You speak of a double stan- 
dard as a wide- ng norm 
in terms of staff vior Vs. 
resident behavior. Are you 
aware that staff behavior p o- 
blems, if there are any, can be 
dealt with through Climate 
Committee Community Coun- 
cil and Community Action 
Board? 
Staff members are, in fact, 
peceeere ee vee Oa eee 
you can alize your 
attitude to all areas of the 
residence halls, as you have 
. You live in only one of 
tion of responsibility and 
leadership in the residence 
halls. it is a very rewarding 
job, but it requires of that per- 
son much time and effort. If a 
person is seeking a job for per- 
sonal gain and benefit, there 
are more available and higher 
paying jobs elsewhere. 
hat is wrong, John? What 
is this double standard? You 
did not state any evidence in 
your letter. I see no 
‘*malignacy’’ spreading 
through the residence halls, 
and the the residence halls and 
residence staff are in no 
danger of being ‘‘killed."’ In- 
stead | see a thriving residen- 
tial community with many op- 
portunities for residential in- 
volvement and responsible stu- 
dent and faculty leadership, 
offering the best possible en- 
vironment for those away 
form home. But if you do see 
something wrong, what is it, 
_ what can be done about 
t 
indeed, John, all you have 
done is one your arms up in 
despair. If you see a problem, 
get on the stick and use those 
arms. Don’t just react, take 




At the Jan. 30-Aug. | 
meeting of the national 
Unitarian-Universalist 
Association, the board of 
trustees approved the follow- 
ing ‘‘Statement on the Moral 
Majority,’’ without dissent: 
hat, while the board of 
trustees of the UUA supports 
the right of religious leaders of 
whatever persuasion to com- 
ment on political issues, we 
wish to express our concern 
regarding the authoritarianism 
of those groups such as Moral 
Majority, Inc., Christian 
Voice and others loosely dubb- 
ed the New Religious Right. 
Specifically, we object to 
the assumption of such groups 
that human beings can know 
with absolute certainty the will 
of God on particular public 
policy issues. We submit that 
to charge one’s oponents (as 
these oe have) with being 
‘“‘anti-family’’ or ‘‘anti-God’ 
merely because of divergent 
views, inflames and polarizes 
our society. 
We are particularly concern- 
ed appear 
We a that the 
pec eg oe te Rowen ye 
dealing with those who 
disagree with them and to af- 
firm the principles of freedom 
(continued on next page)  
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This letter is in response to 
an article (“‘Mammoth vaca- 
tion ends up in Yosemite’’) 
written by guest writer Scott 
Lewis in the April 29 edition 
wa Fone k. ad 
y ae r. 
Lewis is his rather callous 
disregard for the district 
ranger at the Mammoth 
Ranger District, and also for 
the scenario that he presents in 
his article raying he and 
his tealiliee calat the Forest 
Service 
I'd like to point out to Mr. 
Lewis that permits 
yee ee — conditions 
nly use, if an emergen- 
cy situation does develop, you 
and your party can be located 
and, if necessary, rescued with 
greater case. If prevailing con- 
9 
I would Eo 
cnetegy te persons 
felt offended by the y 
of the HSU community. For 
that result we are sorry. 
f coin tine ri or » there 
seems to be a misunderstan- 
te ie. 
ture, through its entirety, 
would show this to be an un- 
substantiated charge. The 
posters spoke of ae 
the secret to love,’’ and for 
percent of his talk, Rusty 
spoke of the problem of un- 
fulfilled, meani personal 
and physical relationships as 
they affect individuals in 
American society today. Only 
in the final eight or nine 
minutes did he suggest a solu- 
tion could be found in a per- 
sonal relationship with Jesus 
Christ which could bring 
longlasting fulfillment to the 
important arena of legitimate 
physical relationships. 
A complete press release ex- 
plaining the who, ‘what and 
where of Mr. Wright and his 
lectures, was submitted to The 
Lumberjack over a week 
ditions and/or your party’s efore he arrived. 
winter wilderness readiness are Chartes A. Jostad 
seriously in question (i.e. that Girester 
they prohibit safe traveling, or 
might — any oe 
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I live in Sunset Hall and on 
saaee, April 18, | was un- 
gr
e 
; é i > : 
= al cet x 
; home. We were given no warn- 
ing by U.P.D. to take the 
out of our window, or 
anybody else for that matter, 
and we assumed it was all 
right. 
This is where the U.P.D. 
screwed up. Their normal pro- 
cedure is to confiscate signs. 
They didn’t do either. | don’t 
know what stp ge Sgt. 
Jones to act in such a rash 
manner, but whatever it was, 
it wasn’t U.P.D. procedure. 
He seemed to take the situa- 
tion into his own hands. 
When Sgt. Jones couldn't 
arrest us Friday night, he sent 
Officer Louie over Saturday 
afternoon to pick us up. 
1 wasn’t home, but my 
roommate was. He was frisked 
by Officer Louie out in the 
parking lot behind the Health 
Center in view of many friends 
who had been playing basket- 
ball. My roommate felt 
humiliated and debased. 
When I heard of this, I 
walked down to U.P.D. head- 
quarters to see what was going 
on because | didn’t know what 
my roommate had been ar- 
rested for. Before | knew what 
was going on | was having my 
rights read to me. My room- 
mate told me that before I got 
there they were asking him 
constantly where | was, imply- 
ing that | may have skipped 
town. 
it was scary being stripped 
of all my rights, even for the 
short time that I was. 
don’t put 
better w 
le ° fended’ t by our 
. for Christ tried to make people 
“aware of the content of Rusty 
Wright's lectures titled ‘‘The 
Dream ee +“ _0° t rt 
sponsorship of those lectures 
before the actual a 
Any failure on this aspect of 
publicity was purely uninten- 
tional. 
The lecture on ‘dynamic 
sex’? was not an attempt to 
cheapen attitudes towards sex 
im mags ol but just the op- 
posite. ‘* Redbook Report 
on Female -Sexuality’’ 
(September and October, 
1975) found a close connection 
woman’s religious beliefs and 
her ability to enjoy sexual ex- 
periences. This covered 
more than 6, men and 
20,000 women. This was con- 
firmed in “The Redbook 
Report on Sexual Relation- 
ships’’ (October, 1980) by 
more than 26,000 women and 
For those still offended by 
the publicity methods used for 
Rusty’s lectures, any sugges- 
tions or comments to remedy 
this problem are welcome. 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
meets every Friday in Nelson 
Hall East in the Student 
Legislative Council chambers. 
More information on the 






I was very im with 
~~ coverage of the Kinetic 
ulpture Race. | was, 
however, very dismayed at 
how ye eee the Doon- 
Goons their Pos 
elt as 
to have fun, not, as it was put 
April 15 issue of The Lumber- 
a, female companion- 
As a group of nine fun- 
loving people, we worked hard 
S 
oo 







point where all it has to do 
or the most 
red . +s ”* to 
“Communist ae 
The latest example is El 
Salvador, and | am 
to find that see the tur- 
moil and 
        
   
  
   
   
     
   
   
   
   
   
     
   
   
    
    
   
     
   
    
   
    
      
   
    
   
    
    
     
    
   
 
_ is a well-financed, 
well-concealed Communist 
takeover attempt, and that is 
pt mo is a rebellion. Ac- 
tually, the people rebel spon- 
taneously against the brutality 
of the oligarchy and their 
military servants. Devastating 
poverty, disease and violence 
arise from the oligarchy’s total 
unwillingness to the 
fundamental zconomicc 
necessary for the survival of 
the vast majority. There is no 
need for outside agitation, in- 
citement or encouragement to 
—The ‘‘moderate, civilian- 
military’’ regime is committed 
to wide-reaching reforms, but 
the guerrillas protest 
sears eh fe hata n,at e, 
spread by Washington. There 
was a moderate civilian- 
military regime for a few mon- 
ths after the 1979 over- 
throwing the military deter. 
But all those civilians resigned 
soon after, because the 
military hard-liners refused to 
go along with any significant 
reform and were increasing 
their repressive tactics. 
Many of those who resigned 
joined the tion, in- 
cluding Guillermo Ungo, 
leader of the Social 
Democrats, and who is now 
head of the Democratic 
Revolutionary Front (FDR). 
ua = U.S., and the 
2° junta, eager to 
try out its multi-million dollar 
toys (helicopters, M-16's, 
oar ond ay Gh oe your m money, 
refuse to talk. 
So you see, all this talk of 
whether or not we will get into 
‘‘another Vietnam’’ is beside 
the point. A ‘‘Vietnam”’ is not 
just a long, impossible-to-win, 
morally confusing war, nor 
even a ‘‘war we never intended 
to win,(R )”” but more 
basically, a civil war in which 
dour wiley cathe ae t military ime ag- 
tainst the ania cape: 
tion of its own people. 
in that sense, we already are 
in a ‘‘Vietnam’’ in E! 
a. even down to the 
same olive green helicopters, 
“White Papers’’ on Com- 
munist aggression, ‘‘land- 
reform’’ advisers and 
‘*military trainers.” 
it’s good that the Vietcong 
finally whipped us in In- 
web beteon Samual io event 
Salvador, Chile, 
ina and the a 
not for whom the bell 
tolls, it tolls for Yankee im- . 
perialism.       Eric Fried 
Arcata 
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Proclamation, rally warn of th
reat 
  
By KAREN LYND : The final
 event will be a rally this Fried said. 
; council, still to be confirmed, wil
l in- 
ond seer ccroansat
s in Eh Baivedor “This (the rally) is 
symbolic of ma- troduce teeuet on the Sre
h 
didn’t jor issues involved Salvador 
John Ross will recite poetry on El 
a 
The recent threat of nuclear war has
 “The (Arcata) City Council 
with El 
led some of Humboldt County's 
want to senate valle.” Fried said. 
and nuclear war. It signifies the high 
Salvador and Steve Miller, 
“It could be either because it’s in unemploy
ment in the U , veteran will contrib
ute his poetry to the 
in El Salvador event. citizens to protest. 
April 26 began a ‘two-week period E
ureka and not Arcata, or they just 
media coverage 
of community concern over the imp
en- don’t want to get involved in
 it. and recruiting for war.
” Anecedl 
* “ 
ng to Hauser, a formal pro- 
ding dangers of war, according to a 
Nuclear arms is a pretty sensitive T
h t speakers, two poets and c
lamation must be e iby the g pin- 
the Unitarian Commit- 
  
roclamation proposed by the 
topic.”’ 
heduled t S 6otee ie. Ba
t 
Biotarian-Universalist Fellowship 
 Saturday’s rally will begin with a 
live bands are scheduled to appear 
ing it. it- 
Social Concerns Committee. marc
h at 11:30 a.m. in the Unemploy- the rally
. . a" 
of any follow up on the in 
i” I first heard about it was ment Office 
parking lot on Sth and K Ramen Cardones of
 the Democratic 
in M no County,” Chip Sharp, st
reets in Eureka. . Re
volutionary -Front will s on “
Right now I’m not sure about any - 
esman for the committee, said last 
“The march will go past the Times
- unified opposition to El 
vador. further programs,” Sharp
 said. 
spok 
week. ‘But the whole idea is a Standard 
newspaper office, the county Tom Croft 
from Committee Labor 
b> 
statewide movement.”’ 
courthouse, the recruiting office and 
Round Table will present the Reagan 
“1 guess it will pretty much depend 
After other committee members end up 
at the gazebo in Old Town," budget and 
a speaker from the draft on the outcome 
of these two weeks.” 
heard of the movement, they decided 
to try to promote one in Humboldt Co
uncil to hear update 
County. 
; 
“They have done this sort of th
ing 
warns fah"ein 2 Committee attempts energy 
education 
the Humboldt County El Sal
vador 
Support Committee, said. ‘‘But th
is is 
great having it in a small arca like 
series on the applicability of solar 
this.”” 
energy on the North Coast. A project 
A proclamation, which informs the 
to reduce city energy costs through the —P
robably designate two more 
public of the inherent threat of nuclear 
10 ee icolval fuel will also be review. Duildings to 
be included under the 
war, the medical dangers involved 
and 
ed. 
city’s Historic Preservation Act — 
the 
the economics of such an attack, was 
The committee, which was formed in old Arcata
 Union building at 898 G 
drawn and presented to the Arcata City 
compliance with the of the ci- St-» Whic
h housed the Arcata Union 
Council last month. 
ty’s energy initiative 5 oe ng, is ex- op
eration for 75 years, and the Cates 
to bring to public attention the fact 
a formal stand in tion to Reagan 
: : 
that certain meetings were coming 
administration cuts in solar energy fun- eee 
five proposed amend- 
up,”” Arcata Mayor Dan Hauser said
 
ding. 
ek to the ad s land use an
d 
in a telephone interview. 
T ccting torte asad rn a
 
““We acknowledged it simply to help 
ing of city timber will be awarded at — The meeting
 begins a 8 p.m. in the 
it get the recognition it deserves.” An 
update of the activities of the Ar- tonight's mect
ing. council chambers of c
ity hall at 736 F 
events promoted for this fort- cata 
Energy Committee will be City ma
nager Roger Storey has St. 
night ceremony have included a filmon feature
d at tonight’s Arcata City recommended th
e contract be awarded 
the dangers of nuclear radiation anda = Co
uncil meeting. to Tayl
or Westbrook, who bases his 
workshop on ‘The Medical Conse- 
The committee’s effort to increase ope
ration in the Smith River area. 
ion will be one of the ac- Westbrook’s log
ging and trucking bid 
quences of Nuclear Weapons and e
nergy educat j 
Nuclear War.” tivities 
discussed. One of the education of $57 per 1000 b
oard feet is the lowest 
plans in progress is a television mini- r
eceived by the city. 
NOW IN STOCK 
  
In other action, the council will: 
  
   
    
   
   
    
    
    
   
    
   
  
      
        
   
     
    
      
    
 
  
      
     
  
    
SAND RIVERS Peter Matthiessen $19.95 
TATTOO Earl Thompson $2.95 
ORIGINAL SINS Lisa Alther $13.95 
NOBLE HOUSE James Clavell 
$19.95 
REAL PROPERTY Sara Davidson $2.95 
MEN IN LOVE Nancy Friday $3.50 
EART Marilyn French $3.50 
NORTHTOWN BOOKS 
H STREET ARCATA 
   
      
 
   
ENC (NE 
EVALUASION and 
DIAGNOSIS ON ALI 
 
  
Complete machine shop. 
Hot.tanking, boring, valve grindi
ng 
and welding services available. 
’ ENGINE PARTS SOLD 
 
   
  
tune ai "OM page 1) 
ed on the Climate Committee and is a 
Humboldt Orientation Program 
trainee. 
Runni ming commis- 
sioner is ine antress. He is on the 
water polo team, and is in his third 
that 
Also running for programming com- 
Hair Cut Special 
(HSU Students) 
Men 37.00 Women 89.00 
Cut and Styling 
By Cindy and Joyce 
Arcata Hai 
877 Sth Se. 822-3912 
(NEX1 10 MARINO'S) 
  
i ee 
N THE PLAZA-~ 
the received a decrease in allocat 
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) subsidy cut in AS budget 
$ 
$ $ 
$ ransportation funding and t' the allocation would decrease the subsidy. 
**I don’t think the decrease will hurt 
us,’’ SLC Chairperson Lynn 
Kunstman said. 
The Marching Lumberjacks also 
$5,350 to $4, 
$1,300 to $900. 
**Since they do 
ee casks te 
missioner is the lone independent in the 
election, Scott Hastie. He is a fisheries 
election, Scott Hasti. He isa fisheries at a 
member of the American Fisheries 
Society. He said he has time to devote 
to his position in office and hopes to 
a sae of past programs, 
sees room for improvement. 
“*1 feel running as an nen 
shows I have the guts to on my 
own,”’ he said. 
Other candidates not at the meeting 
(US), science; Nancy 
physical ecudation; 
(US), student services. 
    presents the first 
WOMEN’S RESEARCH 
SYMPOSIUM 
Friday, May 8 7-10 p.m. 
Goodwin Forum 
Saturday, May 9 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Nelson Hall East 
Sponsored by the A.S. Women’s Research Cooperative. 
Women's Special Program, Department of Psychology 
and Women’s Studies Program 
  
STHERS DAY. 
expense for the band was cut from was a little too high,” 
promote Humboldt said. 
State maybe it should be an ad- 
pense. 
“I just thought the travel allocation 
Diana 
(H.S.A.), natural resources; 
ine et teat ieee 




     
   
   
   
   
   
    
    
    
  
    
    
Students Vice President euny tones Savage
Intercollegiate athletics received 
$4,800 less than their $14,800 request. 
ae oceured th somes “ae th t 
it ei ° thi “ t’s one hing to target 
cnshanan Athletics, it’s another 
thing to nuke them,”’ Anderson said. 
A new service organization, the 
di This club's puep Ca help ing. ’ r ose is to 
returning students. 
we 
\\\ | 77 935 G St. Arcata U7          
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=  ‘*it looks very clear to us that we're 
egoing to have to reduce the 
; .”’ Larry Kerker, chairman 
= of the health and physical education 
sdepartment, told the Student 
ive Council Monday night. 
right ‘But if we can’ 
eat, we ar teed oa.” 
Similarly, the 
member schools have seven women’s : 
teams competing. 
Kerker said that, due to HSU's # 
location, it faces a problem with % 
ng. He added that transpor- § scheduli 
tation costs are h 
must stay overn 
travel. 
as HSU 
“We're in a terrible position with 3 
our location,”’’ Kerker said. “If we got out of the conference, # 
we'd be worse off because nobody = 
would come here and we'd find = 
ourselves having to go somewhere & 
else to play.’’ 
Kerker said is that it’s difficult to # 
reduce the program without affecting = 
plained the coaches have % 
its quality. 
Kerker ex 
been the workhorses in the past. 
He estimated that last year coaches © 
in the combined women's and men’s 
departments raised over $50,000 to 3 
help defray expenses. 
Kerker that intercollegiate 
sports have been cut out of the pro- 
gram before. 
Men’s tennis and swimming, and 
coed fencing were part of the athletic 
until financial s 
‘orced them to be cut in 1971. Also, 
the university had to discontiune 
water polo last year due to an illness 
Coach Larry Anglel suffered. 
“That 
t every time they : 
y 
schools to field eight intercol 
teams. Of the eight required sports at 
HSU, only basketball has been suppor- 
itself in recent years. 
y drop below the eight sports will 
have to be approved by the 
some e 
director, Al Matthews of Hayward 
a oe 
guidelines. 
“The FWC is headed toward the 
crossroads in deciding who is going to 
be in the conference,’’ Matthews said, 
adding that over the past few years the 
conference has ‘‘bent over backwards 
to keep Humboldt State in the con- 
ference. im at the end of my 
Pe Matthews also said HSU should go 
independent if it cannot field the re- 
will be no decisions 
.”* Deliman said. 
the conference prohibit: 
assiociate membership, in which 





a part of the FWC in football only. 
Another Athletic Director, Dc 
Sanderson of Stanislaus State, said 
would only favor a temporary exemp 
tion to the eight-team rule for HSU. 
“‘We are in a similar situation he 
(Stanislaus), and we've had to go tc 
Sorel caae Reece” Gaetel types of te m f .”’ Sander 
son said. He said he couldn’t suppe 
Inflationary pressu 
Deren, 
years, they said they were just trying to scrape athletic 
‘conte: om page 1) 
through this year. 
“Inflation and 
some time. If the athletic 
it must come up with future 
and management.”* 
Far W: 
prices have been high for row at 
‘am wants to survive, Sou 
s. It will take effort —_ 
to 
Anderson, A.S. president, said the witha 
athletic program has reacted to problems rather 
than trying to foresee them. the 
**1 want to see the athletic program take initiative spect 
in ning rather than letti problems hit itinsur- has 
se,’’ Anderson said y. 
Anderson also said athletics are important. more t 
“I’ve been a member of the women’s softball other 
team, and | know what athletics mean,’’ Anderson “Sin 
said. ‘1 am not out to get the program. have t 
ESS
“7 want to see the athletic 
asked 
amou 





“But | think the program needs to make ad- 
justments now if it wants to survive. Perhaps those 
adjustments could have been planned for.’ bad 
of the adjustments the university is pushing “Cc 
res is an easing of the FWC’s rule 
cogy-cupest to have eight men’s teams in the con- 
requi Portla 
President Alistair McCrone, Director of Admis- Ed 
























































n small schools 
exemption. 
ng to insure 8 durable cor. 
aie Somat at 
Jy but offered an 
Related Activity (IRA) funds were 
made available to California State 
University and schools in 1978, 
Since then, IRA funding for 
Sonoma’s sports has increas- 
ed, enough Ge test Ge pralten will 
submit an ion for membership 
for the 1982-83 school 
1 Dick Walker, athlectic director at 
Sonoma, thinks the school’s non- 
wae So recruit > nse 
" apparently want to compete in 
an organized conference,’’ Walker said 
ialapuaiat over tha pour fon Yous ts ove t ew S 
remaining in the NCAA's Division 3. 
All FWC schools, except Stanislaus, 
compete in Division 2. 
the balk of 
ntercollegiate sports pro- 
was before Instructionally- 
is athletic funding 
blems 
front the rest of the FWC in years to come. 
**Money problems will be felt by the whole con- § 
Warner, director of women’s 
ol to the combined meeting of the 
Golden State conferences tomor- 
s University. 
D the president, who wished to re- 
said McCrone will ask the FWC 
State remain in the conference 
field eight men’s teams. 
HSU’s campus representative to 
interview Monday that the pro- 
number of teams requirement 
d since 1976. 
d the conference are — 
sports,"’ Clancy : «e t 
ied more required teams. 
» Chico State and Humboldt 
keep the requirement at cight 
on Kerker was athletic director, he 
ce to mandate having a certain 
teams to play us was to mandate 
. Being in a conference is the only 
eed of ition, It would be 
ing independent teams to Hum- 
location. r 
athletic program couldn't have 
on and transportation costs. 
didn’t foresee inflation being so 
Le cola hletics overall ng e at ° 
recently dropped basketball. 
y football. it’s a com- 
the nation.” 
* Webb, dean of student services, 
interview Monday that the pro- 
ng HSU’s athletic program will con- 
ference in a few years,’* Webb . ““Transporta- 
tion costs are going to affect everyone. 
could raise it to $2 and still 
(an Arcata movie theater).’’ 
“It’s not easy 
to find solutions.” 
Even if the athletic finds various ways to 
increase revenue, its next year won't be ex- 
travagant. 
Kerker presented a budget to the SLC Monda 
night that Bruno called bare-boned. ¥ 
is is because Kerker’s pro allow only 
revenue-making y nonconference 
— basketball, ing, women’s 
etball and women’s volleyball. 
suds com fox, eth ies eet nen ’ next y men's 
$60,427 and the women's $29,302. Administrative 
costs as well as promotion and management costs 
are into the total. 
Kerker said he expects the to generate 
$40,600 on its own. With an SLC funding of 
E half 
Lumber 
> investigate legal 
= academic credit and financial aid in 
sthe HSU basketball program has 
i i reported 
: President Alistair W. McCrone. e 
The committee, composed of HSU 
: administrator J.R. Cunningham and 
= professors David E. C and 
= Janet M, Spinas, ie ted its fin- 
dings to McCrone Thursday. 
: gp to Cynthia Coleman, 
public affairs officer, McCrone has 
= no comment to make concerning the 
= committee's report. 
**It’s not easy to find solutions, but maybe one 
B statement 
misconstrued,"’ she said. 
“Since it’s a personnel matter, the 
doesn’t want to issue ~ 
e 
Coleman added that McCrone will 
that might 
meet with HSU’s executive committee 
: this week to share the information 
by the fact-finding group. 
rone initiated the three-and-a- 
week investigation after a 
article reported that 
n, a former basketball 
$10,000 and $42,000 given to the pro- 
gram through instructionally-related 
activity (IRA) fees (a $10 fee students 
pay when registering), a deficit of 
16,929 is left, according to Kerker’s 
accounting. 
This budget assumes the IRA com- 
mittee will fund the program to the 
amount the athletic department asks, 
which is what Kerker projected in his 
IRA committee is scheduled to 
meet tomorrow night at 6 in Room 222 
of Siemens Hall to discuss the athletic 
player, received units of credit for % 
classwork he never did. 
The article also said another ¢ 
yer, Rory Lovell, was given $200 ¢ 
in violation of National Collegiate | n o ‘ 
Athletic Association rules. 
Cunningham, the chairman of the | 
committee, is HSU’s director of in- & 
structional research. Craigie is a ; 
resource planning and interpretation | 
—” while Spinas teaches 3 
The Far Western Conference, in | 
the meantime, has not been involved ; 
in any investigation concerning & 
HSU's basketball program. : 
FWC Chairman, Erv Deliman, said & 
in an interview Monday the con- § 
ference has not looked into the mat- 3 
ter. He said the FWC is waiting for = 
McCrone’s response to the fact- 3 
finding committee’s report before it 3 
con an investigation of its own. § 
Earlier local news reports indicated 3 
the FWC was looking into the matier, 3 
Deliman said. 
bie male and 107 femaie athictes. 
Anderson asked Kerker at the SLC 
meeting if he expects the athletic pro- 
gram to come to the SLC next year in 
the same situation. 
“Yes, I'm sure we'll have the same 
situation next »”” he replied. ‘‘it’s 
demoralizing. We might have to drop 
the down to only those that 
can Cake money themselves. 
“We don’t see ourselves as lone 
rangers when it comes to funding. We 
have to rely on the student body and 
IRA fees. Many times coaches pay for 
expenses out of their own pockets. 
We've tried to cut as much as we can. 
Maybe we'll have to do more in the 














Your PG&E Account Number (as shown on your bill): 
                            
I wish all service in my name discontinued on —____-__.. 
- — ——“Tiyy “Wan Tips 
My forwarding address is: aan 





Your PG&E Account Number (as shown on your bill): 
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OG Discontinue o ly my gas service. 
O Discontinue only my electric service. 
C Mail bill to my present address. 
G nd OM to: (Street) (City) “(State 
1 will notify you when I returntoturnongasand/orelectricserviceand change my 
mailing address. 
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Underpass 8 
By JOAN GOODNER 
staff writer 
Don’t head to Nie cutaens aa if you = 
Lo see two one-act plays pr rts 
152 — instead head for the area _—" 
Wood Boulevard, next to the trian bridge 
that connects HSU with G Sfreet. amt 
This is the ‘‘interesting space*’ : 
has chosen to produce her first 
“The Interview,”* by J.C. Van 
“The hard surfaces and, tr 
grayness of this space all reflect the subways and 
cities represented in the play,”’ Lilly said. 
“The theme of this pla es the 
mechanization of the individual Y, but its 
saving grace is that people fight the mechaniza- 
tion.” : 
Tne second play is ‘‘Lemonade,”’ written by 
James Prideaux and directed by Debra Saufley. 
The o~ will be performed Friday and Saturday 
at 5:30 p.m. 
Even as the eight-member cast of ‘‘Interview” 
warm up, the idea of dehumanization of the in- 
dividual is instilled. Each person performs a 
Wednesday, May “., 1981, The Lumberjack— @ 9 
for plays 
repetitive movement and noise to create a human 
machine. Lilly said this exercise helps form unity 
among cast members. 
She was skeptical at first about directing people 
her own age. 
But after. what I know about the play 
with - cast and seeing what they can do, I finally 
relused,”’ 
_Lilly’s unpretentious directing ares has 
ed ative and energetic cast. Even the 
who pass through the rehearsal 
. ase incorporated or ignored as the dramatic situa- 
tion allows. 
Debra Saufley, ‘‘Lemonade’s’’ director, said 
her two-w@men cast is not worried about a perfor- 
mance beneath the overpass. 
‘But they will sell lemonade in the play, and are 
terrified som cone might actually come up and 
want to buy ,ome.” 
The two plays are projects for an Advanced 
Directing-University of Directors Theater class 
nd are produced in association with HSU’s 
t water art. department. 
At Icast 10 more plays will be offered this 
quarter us class projects. 
aa 
az 
Theater students receive on-the-job training 
@y LEE MAXCY 
staff writer 
A program designed to provide students with on- 
the-job training in the theater arts field is available 
through - mental Process and Production 
am at . 
Formerly called the Student Production pro- 
the EPP is a production program run 
primarily by students. 
“In a way, EPP is a scaled-down version of the 
regular main bill season,’’ Richard Rothrock, facul- 
ty advisor for the program, said. ‘‘It gives students 
the opportunity to work in a real-life theater situa- 
tion.” 
The program started unofficially 17 or 18 years 
ago but didn’t become an official part of the pro- 
gram until two or three years later. It’s funded 
through the theater arts department and the money 
is used to pay for royalties and expenses for the pro- 
ductions. Costs include set construction, props and 
costumes. 
EPP provides two types of productions — direc- 
ting exercises and st t productions. 
recting exercises are basically minimal produc- 
tions with minimal os and sets and are 
restricted to six actors. The director of the exercise 
must have taken a beginning directing course. 
“They (the exercises) are ned to give beginn- 
ing directors an opportunity to work with actors 
without having to worry about the technical side of 
the production,” Rick Richards. EPP committee 
chairman, said. 
Student productions are more complex versions 
of the directing exercises. One prerequisite for the 
ions is to have y done a 
irector must also 
ing. 
last at oon an 
are only half 
The student productions 
hour, whereas the directing 
an hour. 
‘it gives students the 
opportunity to work ina 
—7 theater  situa- 
lon.”” 
The student productions are ae in the 
studio theater in the uage Arts building, but 
any other available facilities, such as the John Van 
Duzer, the Gist Hall Theater and the Gist Ex- 
perimental Theater, can be used. 
The EPP committee, consisti 
students and a faculty adviser, is responsible for 
everything that goes on in the m. The com- 
mittee obtains and selects new scripts for possible 
production and schedules the plays that are chosen. 
The committee includes a member from the 
costume shop who is chosen by the head of the 
of four or more 
costume —_ a member from the lighting and 
scene shop who is chosen by the technical director 
~ and a student at large clected by the other commit- 
tee members. The student at large acts as the chair- 
man of the committee. 
The EPP produces an ; verage of 18 to 21 plays a 
year. The scripts are chosen one quarter in advance 
of production accordin:; to rity, with first 
choice going to student-written plays. Scripts may 
be — by anyone, not just theater art majors 
or minors. 
After the scripts are ed, the committee 
chooses the production staff, including set and 
lighting designers. Alt h directors have the op- 
unity to request specific people, the committee 
as the final say. 
The EPP program provides students with an op- 
portunity to see what the “‘real world” is like and 
gives student directors x in working with 
actors and production staff. It also gives actors and 
=" people the opportunity to work with a 
rector. 
**] really feel the experience,” Richards said. ‘*Just 
the ability to have control of a $50,000 light board, 
a theater and 25 people in technical staff is an ex- 
ceptional experience for beginning directors.”’ 
Coming shows for this quarter are posted on 
the call board by the theater arts office in the 
Language Arts building. 
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ie “ to dance thie weekend | Film Festival winners 
; | featured this weekend wrap-up in May with two evenings of Nails dies nin witli te dance by soloist Daniel Nagrin. University Ticket Office, Barnes Drugs 
   
      
  
          
          
Nagrin will perform jazz routines , san cnet street . 
Friday and modern dances Saturday. "4 Windjammer Books. o Aner wis de anton ter socon 
Roth shows will begin at 6 p.m, in the Nagrin, ae he ee Yantaori magic tradition. 
an Duzer Theater dances for more . The popcorn has bee  swept up and ‘People’s Choice’’ category 
Tickets for each performance will be his career as a Broadway dancer. the votes tallied for the 1981 Humboldt in eae *s Award of $50 was      
    State Film Festival, ‘‘Diminished Ex- given to Barton Weiss and Mark Block 
i Pectations.”” The Joycelin Shrager Story.”" 
Humbo dt Ca endar The ‘Best of the Fest’’ will be shown “People’s Choice” winners 
i - Friday and Saturday in the Kate ther . — 
     
are: 
hanan Room. At 7 p.m. the —Narcissus Award — ‘Picture Mo-        DANCE PERFORMANCE: Danie! Nagrin See May 8 **Judges’ Choice”’ films will be viewed, tion,”* Michael Gross. 
Wed., May 6 Pat “Ceckwork Orange 'Seeuay = and at 9:30 p.m. the “People’s  —cCyltural Oral Award and 
GACKSTREET at Old Town Bar & Grill Choice” winners will be shown. Ad- tHonorable Mention — “I'd Like to     
     pt yy llama Great Northern. 8 p.m. ee eee eee Cae SOM. ee mission for each show is $2.25, and Hate Myself in the M ing ” Michael 
LECTURE: ; “Meditation in Doty Lite." by Or. Arya. 70.m. MARCH & RALLY: Against U.S. intervention on €1 Sever. senior citizens will be admitted free. Carlin. A ‘‘slice-of-life’’ commie about 
  
          
        
        
        
        
ees. 25 6S te. Carmie. Winners in the Judges’ Choice -down Bronx housewife trying t CONCERT: Deborah Berman. arun n Bronx le trying to 
Thurs Ma 7 Benefit tor Samueidt Horbioae ton Pores 8:15 pm.Hum. category are: escape her monotonous life. 
29 y boldt Cultural Center. $3 donation aii ae a en —Honorable Mention — ‘‘Quota- 
— “On the Air,” Lou Angelo.’A f tions From Chairman Stu," Rick 
Sooke ilo 4p filieedadmaeainaaa Sun., May 10 disc jockey seeks to overcome his air Hadley. A New Jersey factory owner's 
GACKSTREET at O10 Town Bar & Gril personality in a comic nightclub act. son wreaks havoc with his Maoist 
COWCERT ery Ha 7.20 9. Kate Bras Om $320 First Prize Judge's Award ($100) ideals, 
Fri., May 8 : — “Momentum,” Ray Day. Day, a = —Honorable Mention — ‘‘About i i i :     r film instructor at HSU, explores im- fFace,** Robert Demaio; and 
FILM: Judges’ Choice. Humboldt Film Festiwal 7 9m. Kate SHANGSHIFT at Old Town Bar & Gril ages with the moving camera that are «Transformagic,”” Jim Mollennauer, g
7 f : 5 f : 
     
    
        
      
        
    
  
$2.25. citizens free. , 
: : 
SUOELSCTURE Helen Shirk, jeweler & Metalsmith. 7 p.m taste 730.410, Heats Commun i Gan. yr ae 2 “rua tee Donna Mikliea, Susan Spear. 
FILM: “African Queen,” 7:30 p.m. Founders Hall. $1.50. mechanic. 
ee eee ne We Cee Teele: . OOS —Festival Award ($200) — “The § “ 
Sovicemt: Suton tectes 8:15 p.m. Fulkerson Rectal Hall Mon., May i 1 ~~ —— wae 5 sage 5 a THE WA Y iT 
: i ‘ * nate s —Judge’s Award ( ) — ““Grand- : 
lle me fim, $2.28, senor chzers Woe. 9:30 p Googwn Forum. 206. China.” Or ee pa,” Robert Dunlap. An exploration WAS, vol. / 
RESIMET Oe ek Oko CEGaNY: Susona Rocka! GiS pm. Pumareen Recsivesn, OF aay er family lifestyle. for your Mom (or Grandma) y . hee —Judge’s Award ($100) — ‘‘Art 
 
  mapors & munors. 45 p.m, NHE 108 7 Time,” Jonathan Bloom and Dan True series of past 
WORKSHOP: “New Look at Aging.” 1-5 p.m. College of the Ga McHale. A cl imation film. 
lleries aaa Trise Festival Awerd years told by those 
     
      
    
   
    
  
Sat., May 9 seneuse, nD SUSE gA0e: Mey 721. feme oem ($200) — “Happy Endings,” Thomas Ht ino fved them. im. jomson. 
OLD TOWN GALLERY: Paintings & drawings of Kinetic s 
ile sated Chien tmaen Sculpture Race Brown. Opening reception 6-9 p.m —Honorable Mention — ‘‘Adama, 




Jonathan Doe 7 p.m.-12 a.m. 
 
        
  
Ron Stevens 3-7 p.m. Erik Knight 12-5 a.m.  
      Rick Sherwood S-i0 a.a. Justin Palmer 10 a.a.-3 p.m. 
KFMI §* STEREO 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
The Great American Radio Show Mon. 7-9 p.m. 
The Jazz Show Mon. 9 p.m.-12 a.m. 
Doctor Demento Sun. 7-9 p.m. 
King Biecuit Flour Hour Sun. 9-10 p.m. 
        











Brill’s bat drills make him 
By BILL HENNESSEY 
staff writer 
As a second-string junior college cat- 
cher, Clint Brill saw limited action. 
But as the Lumberjacks’ receiver, he 
leads the Far Western Conference in 
batting and is catching the attention of 
professional baseball. 
_ Statistics on the 21-year-old Brill are 
rer yh in 30 FWC games he bat- 
i. Te with eight home runs and 26 
*s. 
Professional baseball scouts 
representing San Francisco, Baltimore, 
Boston, Philadelphia and Los Angeles 
have shown an interest in the catcher. 
Brill said the Giants and Phils have 
contacted him several times. 
‘I think,’’ Lumberjack baseball 
coach Al Figone said, ‘‘he has the 
essential skills to get to the major 
leagues and play successfully. 
“*He compares favorably with 
ers that I’ve coached who now play 
in the major leagues. He's the best cat- 
cher I’ve ever coached — he’s as good 
as anyone I’ve coached.”’ 
The Lumberjack 
Sports 
        











  *. 
= 
CLINT BRILL of the baseball team was one of the only bright spots in a rather 
disappointing 
Figone has seen some good players. 
As a high school coach, he guided 
Milwaukee pitcher Bob McClure and 
St. Louis Cardinal first baseman Keith 
Hernandez, who was one of the Na- 
tional League’s Most Valuable Players 
in 1979. 
**He has the essential skills. Beyond 
that point, it becomes a mental thing 
— ying every day, good competi- 
tion, how one handles the pressure of 
playing against the best players in the 
a the first-year HSU coach add- 
in June the annual draft of college 
and high school players occurs. Brill, a 
junior, has one more year of collegiate 
Disc club ultimately 
becomes in bloom 
@y LYNNE BOWLIN 
aff writer 
The Buds, Humboldt State's 
ultimate frisbee team, begins its spring 
season this weekend at the Stanford 
Tournament. 
The team, known officially as the 
Humboldt Disc Club, oe all year, 
but spring is the height of its season. 
During the fall season, the Buds 
played in four tournaments. The team 
won a Eugene, Ore. tournament, took 
second in another competition, and 
placed third in two other tournaments. 
According to Chuck Dresel and 
Dudiey, two of Humboldt's 
top players, the lack of referees seems 
to save trouble. 
**People yers) are pretty cool. 
There’s a h of sportsman- 
ship.,’’Dresel said in a recent interview. 
are about 300 ultimate frisbee 
teams in the United States. Humboldt 
eee in the Pacific Northwest sec- 
“We are either the best or second 
best team in our section,’’ Dresel said. 
Tennis tournament 
The Annual Spring intramural Ten- 
St ery ayn 
Katey fi ‘are available at the 
oe Center information desk 
wear 
tournament call Bob 
826-3358. 
evrege-e « . ¢ 
e ese 
Howard at 
Dresel and Bob Modell are co- 
captains of the Buds. According to 
Dresel, Dudley is the best receiver on 
the team. 
Dresel, a junior majoring in history, 
came to Humboldt from Piedmont. 
Dudley started ying ultimate 
frisbee in the fall of 1978 and talked 
Dresel into playing the following year. 
Last summer Dresel and Dudley 
played with a Berk ultimate frisbee 
team called the Berk Flying Circus. 
The Berkeley team consists of 
players who are out of school. 
; *re a world-class team,’ Dudley 
said. 
Both players have competed in other 
s. sport 
Dud football and basket- 
ball na eo and basketball in 
junior . In high school Dresel 
in basketball and baseball. 
quartet. 
“Pla ultimate has been a 
way to active. It’s also a way 
to stay in shape,’’ Dresel ; 
eligibility. 
**In professional baseball, you want 
to play as young as you can,”’ Figone, 
a former minor league player, said. 
“*He’s of the age right now that he 
should do that, given the right con- 
tract.’’ 
“This is my bargaining year,’ Brill 
said. ‘“‘Once you get into your senior 
year or after you graduate, the scouts 
have you by the ears because you've 
got no place to go. They'll offer you 
pennies. They figure you either have to 
gO pro or go out and work. 
“If 1 got a good deal I'd sign even 
  
t school is important to me. Pro 
ball is a big opportunity. You gotta 
take seventies of it.” r 
When asked how it felt to know that 
professional teams are interested, he 
replied: “It’s a high. All through 
junior college (Brill attended San 
Diego Mesa junior college) the catcher 
who played ahead of me was an All- 
American and he had scouts all over 
him while I had to ride the pine (sit on 
the bench). I wasn’t used to that — but 
I got used to it real fast. 
“It’s a high when they show that 
they’re interested in you. It tells you 
you’ve got a little talent and have a 
possibility of playing pro ball, which is 
something I’ve always wanted to do.”’ 
¢ Last year, Brill’s first at HSU, he 
mi 
s 
ssed half the season when he slipped 
yn some stairs and 
shoulder. 
**I couldn’t throw the ball very well 
and couldn’t swing a bat at all.”’ 
When the shoulder healed, he hit 
.380 for the Humboldt Crabs — a 
semi-pro team that captured seventh- 
place in the nation. 
This year, a season the Lumberjacks 
would like to write off, Brill is having a 
‘lot of fun.” 
**it is disappointing. We have a good 
team. We all get along well. ’ 
**It’s not that we’re not capable of 
playing good baseball, it’s just that we 
don’t have the right players in the right 
sitions. Our outfielders are pla ng 
infield — that’s a big change. We 
pitching this year. 
**But playing ball is fun.’’ 
injured his 
: OP Pap ee Et ees oun arb Pee G14 are 
6 RP A Oe Hee 8 Oe Ol OE We. 8 ABA es ANE Be ote Oe tee tile ee 
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Approximately 150 Humboldt and 
Del Norte County mentally and 
ysically handicapped will ex- 
bit courageous athletic efforts when 
they compete in the Northcoast Special 
Olympics this Saturday at College of 
the Redwoods. : 
The Olympic’s oath is, ‘‘Let 
me win, but if | cannot win, let me be 
brave in the attempt.” 
Northcoast Special Olympics is a 
chapter oot reg Olympics Inc. which 
was fou in 1968 by the Joseph P. 
Kennedy Foundation. 
Eunice Kennedy Shriver, president 
of Olym Inc., has written, 
“In Olympics we are more con- 
with the quality of a whole life 
than in the or distance of an in- 
dividual ormance.... 
“It is not the body or the 
most dazzling mind that counts, it is 
the invincible spirit which overcomes 
all handicaps.”’ 
At I! a.m. acelebration with bands, 
balloons and pigeons begins the Satur- 
day meet. 
“‘Nothing makes the athletes more 
than a good cheer from the 
crowd,’ Joan Witty, Northcoast 
Olympics co-coordinator, said. 
“We many come cheer the 
athletes on in this, the International 
Year of the Handicapped,”’ she said. 
Saturday’s meet includes swimming 
and track and field competitions. 
Witty said, ‘‘Our goal is to give local 
Matthews Art & 
for all your art & photo supplies 
16°? 7 Se Areata 
mentally and physically handicapped 
cate teeta steals si com 
and co inal in ES nas of self- 
worth. 
‘It’s one of the few times they 
receive public recognition for their 
abilities. 
“The program provides 
athletes a chance to 
socialise with 
new people.” 
“The program athletes a 
chance to socialize with new people, to 
travel away from home and to be as in- 
t as possible.”* 
raining ams for the Special 
Olympics take in every state plus 
the District of Columbia. Similar pro- 
grams exist in more than 40 nations. 
A basketball training program has 
local co-coordinator 
The weekly program teaches athletes 
basketball rules and skills. As a result, 
Seve-Bay the Cen or 
Bay the Case NOW 
@T Anderson's 
Discount Farnitare 
145 G@. St., Arcete 
/LET us \ 
copy 5 _ 
your » 
eS 
be KMENKO’S with our 




100% WATERMARKED COTTON BOND 
TE per copy 
REGULAR BOND COPIES 4¢ EACH 
KINKO'S COPY & PRINT SHOP 
1618 G ST. ARCATA 
822-8712 
ee Jl eren
 7 DAYS 
A WEEK 
yt an eight-member, girls basketball team 
will travel to the California Summer 
a = UCLA this June. 
sles Coke bs ca von Olym- 
to establ raining pro- 
ams in other s and is looking for 
individuals or clubs to assist. 
Fund-raisers are held year round to 
assure enough money for local meets 
and to send athletes to the California 
Summer and Winter Olympics, Witty 
said. 
At least 27 North Coast athletes, 
with chaperones, will attend this year’s 
three-day competition in June. An ex- 
tra day is t in Disneyland. 
Witty participants for the state 
= are not chosen on ability 
one. 
“There are so many benefits aside 
from the competition itself. Our local 
philosophy is that all eligible athletes 
—, have the opportunity to go,” 
she s 
OPEN 6 DAYS 




The Northcoast Special Olympics is 
a volunteer-run program. Other 
chapters of the ini - 
tion have paid staffs. 
Jim . director 
Parks and ion 
chairman of an 11-member board of 
rae, oa Oltaaie key role in the 
lympics program. 
Aside from fund-raising activities 
the Northcoast Special Olympics 
receives donations from various local 
businesses and individuals. 
Grants have also come from the Ly- 
tle Foundation, the Humboldt Area 
Foundation and Simpson Timber 
Company. 
Olympic gold medalist Bill Toomey 
once said, ‘‘In an age of over commer- 
cialization, we have tended to become 
a. These special athletes with 
their dedication, enthusiasm and com- 
oo fire are showing us all the way 
 
  
eDaily Dinners 5-10 
© Friday Lunch 11-2 
eSunday Brunch 10-2 
HAPPY HOUR 4-6   
TIRES FOR EVERY NEED 
Wholesale & Retail Dealer for - 
THE PERFORMERS... 
BEST KNOWN FOR QUALITY 
A Complete Stock of Ti s for American - Foreign & Sports Cars & Trucks & R.V.s 
OPEN: WON . SAT 7 AM - 10 008 SUN 6 All - 10 FR 
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~ Lumberjack Classifieds” 
  
TYPEWRITER PERDIO ; q 
Es de mucho valor. Si se encuentra, 
favor de devolveria a Andres. 
HEY BOO BOOS It has been a grest 
19 months with you, even better this 
year. | think your sexy. Love, Bones 
Hi BABE | just wanted to say that 
[Eu are the Seek heabend over ond t 
  
" you FISHLIPS Oooh baby, your mouth to 
three, so clear the decks, and lash mouth resuscitation really gets my 
yourself to the mast and BEWARE!! Circulation going. Good rhythm is im- 
Hugs and kisses, Annimal portant. Love those manual thrusts. 
etic taehaemancies Heimlich hugs and kisses. 
JUDY 
MET? 
IN HOME TYPING by a non-student TYPING SERVICES in my home — 
$14,900 ond this attractive home using a Selectri typewriter for apro- term papers, manuscripts, cor- yur, Cae 9 HSU Fa Geta cal esesothe Blane SSSTTIS, Pckad ond: Gorey star Mary Bayview Realty 445-0857. Please, no calls after 8 p.m. .. Griswold, 445-9550, after 12 noon. 
 
 
THE SPROUTED SEED 
Vegetarian Cuisine 
   Breakfast : Lunch : Dinner Monday—Friday 7 a.m.—8 p.m. Saturday (Brunch) 8 a.m.—2 p.m. 1604 G Street Arcata 822-0360     
« Complete line of Groceries 
and Bottled’ goods 
« 7days a week 
°Open ‘til Midnight 
  
      
      
   
  
      
        
  
Price save 
Sutter Home White Zinfandel $3° 80° 
Geyser Peak Pinot Noir Blanc $3. 97,38 
Schlitz 12-pax $3.99 $7. ‘ 
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi & ‘ 
Mountain Dew 12 oz. 6-pax $7.°° "7 tot 
7 coupon specials expire 5/13 
RECORD 
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Summer 
By KAREN LYND 
staff writer 
Local summer jobs for HSU 
students are still av: , as long as 
you know the right places to look. 
Although a large number of posi- 
tions have already been filled, students 
can still find part- and full-time 
employment through such organiza- 
tions as the HSU Student Employment 
Center, the Employment Development 
Department in Eureka and the Com- 
—_— Employment and Training 
“Tourism is responsible for most of 
the summer hiring that does occur 
around here,’’ Mark Willon, job 
development specialist for the Student 
Employment Center, said. 
‘*A& lot more people were on the road 
over Easter vacation than in the last 
few years. That could be a good indica- 
tion that tourism is on an upswing. 
**So there is a good bility that 
they will be hiring more people in 
tourism,”’ Willon said. 
He described tourism jobs as those 
which deal with travelers. These in- 
clude hotel and motel employees, 
waiters, waitresses and small-town 
shop clerks. 
‘A lot of these stores have to rehire 
people because so many others leave in 
the summer,”’ ae 
“Old Town (in Disa = 
place to look for a summer job. 
are lots of little shops in there.”’ 
The on-campus Student Employ- 
ment Center provides unting ser- 
(gardening 
and electrical work), summer camps, 
internship information and workshops 
  
on looking for summer jobs. 
‘*The lumber industry used to do 
lot of seasonal hiring, but not an 
more because the industry is very slow 
a Willon _ 
** most independent fishermen 
don’t hire students. They hire people 
they already know.”’ 
‘is year nearly $200,000 worth of 
salaries will be provided for students 
who will obtain jobs through the 
Career Center. 
**Roughly, I’d estimate we've 
already found about 70-80 jobs for 
students this summer,’’ he said. 
‘*And there’s really no telling how 
many more we will eee” 
Most out-of-the-area jobs are 
already filled, Willon said. 
**Locally, now is the time to start 
hitting the streets. You can cover the 
whole city of Arcata in a day and a half 
going door to door.”’ 
The Employment Development 
Department in Eureka is another 
possibility for those seeking summer 
employment. 
‘*We deal with virtually any type of ing 
job, just as as the icant 
qualifies for what the employer 
wants,” Candi Krough, department 
representative, said. 
would not estimate the 
Work still available but hard to find; 
tourism may decrease job scarcity 
  
00 Send 
NTS- Com cial tri No 31 . both int'l & do- 18 Japan _ trip pd. 982-7375 
min. 2 yrs. exp. or 
elne racarvathan 
plicant is, Krough said. 
CETA has been recognized in the 
Ehose, who ‘qualify. Bat ks priority ‘2 who qualify. But its t 
not HSU students. ' 
CETA, said. 
“They are the, primary target 
possible number of jobs provided for group 
students in the past. 
““We handle everybody who comes 
in,’* she said. 
The provides referrals 
Much to the surprise of 
plicants (due to President Reagan's tax 
cut), the number of jobs expected to be 
for this summer is “ 
WAITRESSES/ WAITERS {GR SF Mer 
“This aids in providing counseling 
for those ‘high risk’ kids,’’ he said. 
Of the 275 participants last summer, 
less than 20 ae students were pro- 
vided jobs CETA. 
‘‘We place some students on cam- 
pus,’’ Steven Wrobel, coordinator for 
the CETA Summer Youth Employ- 
ment Program, said. 
“These students work with Lumber- 
a Enterprises, the fish hatchery, the 
edia Center and the Career Develop- 
ment Center.”’ 
CETA ly pays minimum 
wage 3.85 cer hour), so some 
students prefer to look on their own, 
Wrobel explained 
by em and files claims for than lest year when we helped ing to be recruiting through 
is who wish to apply for 275,’’ Oliver 
the available positions. ow, to help 300 4 
At that poim it's up to the employer Same boa: and 21 fine ° 
to determine who the 
sons 
-qualified ap- eight-week jobs 
_"*As far asthe students go, we're go- 
y.”” 
Additional jobs can be found 
a oe the Arcata Parks and Recrea- 
Copper sculpture a monument tofishermen 
  
——— location at the new W: 
na in the Humboldt Bay. 
Kathy Walters, of the Fishermen’s Wives, said 
the concept of a monument honoring those lost at 
sea has been discussed for some time. 
“‘The idea for some type of memorial for all the 
families who lost ‘oved ones at sea is something that 
has grown over the years,”’ she said. 
Two-and-a-half years ago, the Fishermen’s Wives 
contacted Crane to do the sculpture. 
“‘We saw some of his work around town and lik- 
ed it,’’ Walters said. ‘‘It’s not the abstract work 
that so many sculptors do. Fishermen are realists — 
they’re practical people. We weren't interested in an 
abstract sculpture at all.’’ 
Crane was excited about taking on the job. 
A respect for the occupation and acquaintance 
with several of the older fishermen in the arca led 
Crane to consider a monument to local fishermen 
a before he was contacted by the Fishermen's 
ves. 
“| had this guy (the statue of the fisherman) lock- 
ed up in me for quite awhile. It was great to get the 
a" to actually start working on him,’’ Crane 
said. 
It took a year to obtain all the its needed to 
place the statue on Woodley Island and another 
year to raise money to start the project. 
Crane started the construction of the statue six 
months i 
nally, the statue was to be 12 to 16 feet tall. 
But after a at the site, Crane realized a 12-foot 
statue would be dwarfed by the surrounding land- 
and . 
"Tes inaverse te $98 font enn he ony Bangs 
in Crane’s original design presented to t 
Fishermen’s Wives two years ago. 
The memorial will consist of a fisherman stan- 
~ in a skiff while he pulls in a net. 
hen the statue is in place, Eureka will be home 
of the tallest copper statue on the West Coast and 
possibly in the United States, with the exception of 
the Statue of Liberty, according to Crane. 
**| had no idea this would be some kind of record 
when I started on it,’’ he said. 
Crane has made his living as a sculptor for the 
past seven years and worked only with copper for 
the last two. 
He was born in Ferndale and gained welding ex- 
perience and technique by doing body and fender 
work on carts. 
The fishermen’s memorial is the largest sculpture 
-_ has attempted but he has enjoyed the work 
on it. 
“| hope to be doing only large pieces soon,’ he 
said. ‘‘Now that I’m used to the height it wouldn't 
bother me to work on a $0-foot piece.”’ 
The entire sculpture was built ‘‘freehand.’’ This 
means each piece of copper had to be cut, ham- 
mered into shape and then welded into position on 
the growing form. 
‘1 could have everything finished in a week or 
two,’’ Crane said. ‘‘What we are waiting for now is 
more money to be raised so we can move him.” 
Walters said an additional $10,000 is needed 
before the statue can be erected at Woodley Island. 
The total cost of the statue is $30,000. 
i a that money can be raised by midsum- 
mer,’’ she said. 
From the blank look of the unfinished eyes of the 
pg fisherman, it seems he would rather be on 
the bay sooner. 
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